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In software testing, as in cyber-physical systems testing, test suites are traditionally developed by hand. In this work we consider one framework for putting the computer in charge of the testing instead: constrained random test case generation as supported by the tool QuickCheck [2]. This is implemented by the use of Valued Booleans (VBools). VBools naturally allow for an extension of QuickCheck into cyber-physical systems, which is useful particularly since QuickCheck can perform shrinking of test cases. Shrinking is a technique to make test cases simpler while preserving failure.

This work has three main contributions. First, we adapt random testing with QuickCheck to hybrid systems. Second, we define VBools as a way to simplify counterexamples (shrinking) when testing hybrid systems. Finally, we compare random testing and shrinking to existing falsification tools, to illustrate strengths and weaknesses of random testing and the importance of simplifying counterexamples.

Formally, a VBool is a pair of a Boolean value and a robustness value, which is a non-negative number:

$$V = \mathbb{B} \times \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$$

The robustness of a false VBool represents the severity of the failure. The robustness of a true VBool represents the severity with which its negation would have failed, which roughly coincides with how convincingly the test passed. The most common VBool operator is $\leq_v$, which takes the difference between its arguments as its robustness:

$$\leq_v : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \rightarrow V$$

$$x \leq_v y = \begin{cases} (\top, x - y) & \text{if } x \leq y \\ (\perp, y - x) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The other comparison operators are defined in terms of $\leq_v$. $\top$ and $\perp$ denote true and false, respectively.

We define conjunction $\land_+$ as follows. The Boolean part of $x \land_+ y$ is computed as $x \land y$. For robustness, suppose that we have a property which is a conjunction of two sub-properties, both of which fail; we would like the total severity to be the sum of the two severities. Therefore, when we take the conjunction of two false VBools, their robustnesses are added. We do the same if both VBools are true. If one VBool is true and the other is false, there is no obvious way to combine the two robustnesses, so we take the robustness of the false VBool (as shown in (1) - (4)). The other boolean operators are defined as in (5) - (8).

$$(\perp, x) \land_+(\perp, y) = (\perp, x + y) \quad (1)$$
$$(\perp, x) \land_+(\top, y) = (\perp, x) \quad (2)$$
$$(\top, x) \land_+(\perp, y) = (\perp, y) \quad (3)$$
$$(\top, x) \land_+(\top, y) = \left(\top, \frac{1}{x + \frac{1}{y}}\right) \quad (4)$$
$$\top_v = (\top, \infty) \quad (5)$$
$$\perp_v = (\perp, \infty) \quad (6)$$
$$\neg_v(b, x) = (\neg b, x) \quad (7)$$
$$x \lor_+ y = \neg_v(\neg_v x \land_+ \neg_v y) \quad (8)$$

We perform some experiments on a model of a heater, where we test against the following specification: If the setpoint temperature has been constant (steady) for
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50 minutes, then the difference between the setpoint temperature and the actual room temperature should be at most $1^\circ C$.

Random testing without shrinking gives complicated counterexamples, as shown in Figure 1. Standard QuickCheck shrinking only yields short glitches, which is exemplified in Figure 2. To get the desired output of shrinking, we apply shrinking with VBools instead. As seen in Figure 3, the test case is much simpler but the failure is preserved.

A similar framework is falsification of temporal logic properties, which is a black-box approach to testing of hybrid systems. The tools S-TaLiRo [1] and Breach [4] use Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) and Signal Temporal Logic (STL) respectively to calculate robustness of trajectories, which are minimized by gradient-free optimizers. One key difference between VBools and the similar robust satisfaction of temporal logic is that VBools are meant to be a logic for expressing truth and robustness at the same time, rather than robustness being defined after the fact. Of course, the “+” semantics of VBools can also be used to alter the robustness values of MTL or STL formulas, to be used in falsification. Further details on VBools are found in the conference paper by the authors [3].
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